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Mr Prospect, I’m sure you’ll agree that the life blood of your business is leads. 
And getting quality leads can be VERY CHALLENGING. 
 
Because – as I’m sure you know – industry research shows prospects  
need as much as SIX MONTHS before they are ready to go ahead and have you 
list their home.  What does this mean?  It means that it give them 6 months to 
change their mind, find a “for sale by owner” and kick you out of the deal, or just 
disappear into the tragic real estate black hole. 
 
So it’s difficult to strike the right balance between keeping your name hot on their 
minds while not coming across as desperate or ‘salesy’.  You know… the endless 
follow-up game. 
 
And the biggest problem is that all the OTHER realtors in your area are busy 
contacting the same prospects they find on Facebook, Zillow, or Trulia.  And, if 
YOU ease up on contacting your prospect, some OTHER realtor – who just 
‘happens’ to be at the right place at the right time – will get the business instead of 
you. 
 
And ALL YOUR HARD WORK will be wasted.  
 
So, if I could show you a FAR BETTER – MORE EFFECTIVE - way you could 
effectively target “NOW” homebuyers – but in a non-salesy, ‘under the radar’ way 
that literally hand picks the best leads, so that when they ARE ready to begin the 
home buyer process, YOU are the GO-TO REALTOR they will see… 
PRECISELY at the RIGHT time, would you be interested?  
 
[Pause] 
 
What’s more, this method works on complete auto-pilot, so – once my team of 
highly skilled programmers have set it up - you don’t have to even think about it.  
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So, while your competitors are running around like headless chickens wasting all 
their time on the same bogus leads , you can RELAX, confident that – THE 
MINUTE your prospect is ready to go ahead – it will be YOU the prospect sees 
when they are READY TO BUY while your dismayed competitors will be left 
CHOKING IN YOUR DUST wondering what happened! 
 
To do this we deploy some battle-hardened technology you probably haven’t heard 
of since it is sparkling new in the Real Estate Industry. 
 
With this method, we are able to leverage Google’s technology to target RIPE and 
READY homebuyers based on their search habits.  
 
Usually these are buyers moving here from other areas.  You just catch them when 
they are close to being ready to view homes.  
 
This means you will experience less chasing of leads who are not ready to buy! 
Also, this will cut down on the bogus leads that give you invalid information… 
because they are MOTIVATED!  
 
Well, that’s an example of the POWERFUL technique we can deploy on your 
behalf to get your name right there – front and center – in your prospect’s mind in 
the most subtle – yet HIGHLY EFFECTIVE –way possible.  
 
There’s a saying in business, which you might have heard.  
 
“Location, location, location”.  
 
Well… we say… Timing, timing, timing. 
 
So once your prospect has seen your ad at the RIGHT TIME, it will be 
subliminally implanted deep in their subconscious mind that YOU are the ‘Go-To 
Real Estate Agent’ and so they won’t even THINK of asking any other realtor but 
you to be their agent.  
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But - as you will readily understand - this works best if only a LIMITED number 
of realtors in each area has the advantage of using our system.  
 
So, as one of the CHOSEN realtors in this area, I’m offering it to YOU FIRST.  
 
So, if you are interested in hearing more, then we’ll l be happy to answer your 
questions ...  
 
But you can’t experience our 5-star service and RESULTS... unless we hear back 
from you. 
 
 
 


